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logorrhea (log-ah-REE-ah) n. - excessive, often incoherent talkativeness. “My World Cultures professor has a serious case of logorrhea... zzz...”
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It’s not an ABC Family show until someone
gets pregnant
funambulist (fyoo-NAM-byah-list) n. - a tightrope walker. Have you seen all the funambulators between trees on campus funabulating?

omniumgatherum (OM-nee-um-GATH-er-um) n. a misc. collection; hodgepodge. Omniumgatherum is an omniumgatherum of letters.

Man Wonders Where Scandals Have Gone
by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Great Leader

New Bill To Ban Masturbation
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The Steaming Pile - Straight from YouKnow-Where!

by Elise Conley ~ Komandarm
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“And if you aren’t paying attention, the results can
be devastating,” said Maximillian. “And messy.”
Many states have laws that ban negligent driving,
which technically covers any driving behavior that
could endanger other people or property. Howsee Naomi on back

“The individual has always had to struggle to keep from being overwhelmed by the tribe. If you try it, you will be
lonely often, and sometimes frightened. But no price is too high to pay for the privilege of owning yourself.”
--Friedrich Nietzsche

from Emily on front

from Naomi on front

Representatives from the Democratic and Republican leaderships oppose
public opinion by commending elected individuals for their “clean slates”
over the past few months. “It’s always great to see our leaders living clean
and healthy lifestyles,” House majority leader John Boehner (R-OH) stated,
“having a positive life balance has always been something that Republicans
and Democrats will always agree on.”

ever, the legislature has been hesitant in the past to put specific restrictions
on any sexual activity conducted within the confines of a vehicle during operation.
“Listen, our lawmakers are quite cognizant of the hypocritical factor,” said one
senator’s aide who spoke to The Daily Bull on the condition of anonymity.
“So as this bill gains public momentum, I think you’re going to find more and
more Congressman moving out of their vehicles and into public restrooms.
“Really, it’s just smart politics,” the aide added.
A similar measure making its way through the House of Representatives seeks
a total ban on such sexual practices for teenage drivers, easing back to one
hand at age 21 and totally removing any restriction by age 25.

TMZ reporters have been working non-stop to dig up any and all dirt possible on anyone they can find, but it seems that asides from rampant twerking,
everyone has been for the most part clean. “We know they’re hiding something,” a TMZ reporter told The Bull, “but they’re hiding it pretty damn well.”
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